
Deep-dive: Advanced Retail Optimization
- Optimizes assortments/stores, provides dynamic pricing and forecasts product promotions

Tomorrow’s products, pricing and promotions today  

Continuous assortment and promotion management plays a key part in many retail
organizations. Strategy and planning decisions within these functions are often based 
on limited transactional insight from the viewpoint of customers and their preferences 
and buying patterns. As a result of this, assortment configurations, static price points 
and promotional sales volume might not sync with the actual demand and expectations 
within the customer base, increasing tied up capital and lowering retail sales performance.

ARO Optilon Web Interface – Dynamic Pricing Example 

What is included in ARO? How do I work with ARO? Why optimize with ARO?

ARO includes several different modules,
accessed either as stand-alone or together:

ARO recommendations can either be
viewed and accepted directly in the
Optilon Web Interface or integrated 
directly with existing assortment, store 
or campaign management applications.   

ARO realizes a variety of real business
value including process results such as:  

E-commerce vs. Physical Retail

Over the last 10 years, the Nordic retail 
industry has in large transformed from
less physical store to more e-commerce 
sales, often resulting in sales channel
hybrids where both channels play an
important part over-all.  

Our Advanced Retail Optimization solution (or ARO in short) and its advanced association,
clustering and Machine Learning models provides accurate store, assortment and category 
mix optimization together with daily updated dynamic pricing recommendations and
promotional forecasting - in one solution. Powered by real customer behaviour insight, 
ARO enables retails to balance profit maximation with customer satisfaction and loyalty. 

- Hierarchical basket analyses 
- Assortment optimization
- Frequent item set mining
- Promotional bundle generation
- Algorithmic store clustering
- Category mix optimization
- Dynamic pricing recommendations
- Promotional sales forecasting
- Promotional pricing and allocation

Regardless of how you access ARO 
recommendations, they are designed
to accurately guide actionable decisions
through both predicative and statistical
information related to the products,
pricing and promotions optimized.

- 7% average daily profit increase 
through dynamic retail pricing

- 73% decrease in promotional purchase 
spend through promotional forecasting 

- 88% reduction in estimated sales 
loss through assortment optimization 
compared to previous manual method

ARO takes an agnostic approach to
sales from various channels with all
modules being able to generate 
recommendations for physical stores,
e-commerce or both in combination. 

Hello Filip, here are the dynamic pricing

recommendations for item 74851:

2020-08-31: 1 125 SEK
2020-09-01: 1 095 SEK
2020-09-02: 1 195 SEK
2020-09-03: 1 095 SEK
2020-09-04: 1 185 SEK
2020-09-05: 1 110 SEK
2020-09-06: 1 165 SEK
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